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Abstract: Depression (pit or sink) filling is a key preprocessing step for the automatic hydrologic
analysis of surface topography. The Planchon and Darboux (P&D) algorithm is a widely used
depression filling algorithm. In this study, we propose an improved variant over the fastest
sequential variant of the P&D algorithm for depression filling. Our variant introduces two important
improvements compared with the fastest variant of the P&D algorithm, and greatly reduces redundant
computation, as well as requires less memory space. Our algorithm can be easily integrated into
many of the existing hydrologic analysis software packages. Moreover, our algorithm shares the same
versatility as the P&D algorithm. Depressions can be replaced with surfaces either strictly horizontal,
or slightly sloping. In the latter case, it is easier to calculate the flow direction matrix.

Keywords: Digital Elevation Models; depression filling; hydrologic analysis

1. Introduction

Digital elevation models (DEMs) are widely used in the automatic hydrologic analysis of surface
topography [1–4]. Calculating the flow direction matrix from a DEM is an essential step for many
hydrological analyses of surface topography [5,6]. Depressions (also known as pits or sinks) within a
DEM disrupt the continuous flow paths toward the border of the DEM, which is generally undesirable
in many scenarios. Therefore, identifying and removing depressions becomes a key preprocessing step
for the automatic hydrologic analysis of surface topography [7]. Depressions can be identified and
removed by two methods: A filling method [1,8–14] and a breaching method [15]. The two methods
can also be used together to remove depressions [16,17]. Compared with the breaching method,
the filling method is used much more frequently among practitioners [17].

According to Zhou et al. (2016) [12], the depression filling method can be categorized into three
types. We use the big O notation to describe the time complexity of an algorithm and the number of
raster cells in a given DEM is assumed to be N. The first type of the filling algorithm is detailed by
Jenson and Domingue (1988) [8] and has a time complexity of O(N2). This type of algorithm is further
improved by Zhu et al. (2006) [18] and Berends and van de Wal (2016) [19]. The second type of the filling
algorithm, which is referred to as the P&D algorithm henceforth, is first implemented by Planchon and
Darboux (2002) [9]. The algorithm has two implementations: The direct implementation and improved
implementation. The improved implementation has an average time complexity of O(N1.2). The P&D
algorithm is further improved by Wallis et al. (2009) [20] and Tarboton (2014) [21], which is referred to
as the W&T variant henceforth. The third type of the filling algorithm is referred to as the Priority-Flood
algorithm in Barnes et al. (2014) [10]. It has a time complexity of O(NlogN) for floating-point DEM and
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O(N) for integer DEM. All of the three types of depression filling algorithms have been implemented
in parallel. Gong and Xie (2009) [22] propose a parallel depression filling algorithm based on the first
type of the filling algorithm. The parallel implementation of the P&D algorithm can be found in Wallis
et al. (2009) [20], Qin and Zhan (2012) [23], and Yıldırım et al. (2015) [24]. Recently, researchers have
made progress in the parallel implementation of the Priority-Flood algorithm [7,25].

The P&D algorithm, and its parallel implementations, have been integrated into many open-source
and commercial hydrologic analysis packages [20,26] and are widely used in the literature [24,27].
In addition, it can replace depressions with slightly sloping surfaces and simplify the calculation of
the flow direction matrix [5,9,23]. In this study, we propose an efficient variant of the P&D algorithm,
which runs much faster and generally requires less memory space. The remainder of this paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the improved implementation of the P&D algorithm and the
W&T variant. Our proposed variant is proposed in Section 3. Section 4 presents the experimental
results and discussion of the proposed variant. We conclude the paper in Section 5.

2. Review of the Improved Implementation of the P&D Algorithm and the W&T Variant

The improved implementation of the P&D algorithm cannot only fill depressions efficiently,
but also replace depressions with slightly sloping surfaces by assigning a minimum gradient ε.
The flow direction matrix, which is an important input for many hydrologic models, can be derived
much easier from a depression-filled DEM with slightly sloping surfaces than with complete flat
surfaces. This is because that in a depression-filled DEM with slightly sloping surfaces, each cell has
at last one neighboring cell that is lower than itself, making the determination of the flow direction
a trivial job. In contrast, if a depression-filled DEM contains completely flat surfaces, the flat cells
may not have lower neighbors and determining their flow directions requires much more work.
The improved implementation of the P&D algorithm can be separated into two stages. The first stage
of the implementation inundates all non-border cells in a DEM with a thick layer of water W to a
level greater than or equal to the highest point in the DEM. The second stage of the implementation
removes the excess water. In the second stage, the implementation iteratively scans the whole DEM
from eight fixed orders until the layer of water W cannot be changed. During the iterative scanning,
cells in the water surface W can be classified into two types: Known cells and unknown cells. The final
elevation of a known cell is already found. The final elevation of an unknown cell remains to be found.
The solution to the problem propagates progressively from known cells to unknown cells. Suppose
that Neighbors(c) is the collection of neighbors of cell c. For ∀n∈Neighbors(c), this implementation has
two operations to find the final elevation or remove excess water for each cell. The first operation is to
assign W(c) the value of DEM(c) when DEM(c) is greater than W(n)+ε. Cell c reaches its final elevation
and becomes a known cell. The second operation is to assign W(c) the value of W(n)+ε when DEM(c)
is less than W(n)+ε and W(c) is greater than W(n)+ε. This operation aims to reduce the elevation of
cell c to the minimum while ensuring that it has a non-ascending path toward the border of the DEM.
Cell c becomes an unknown cell because W(c) may have not reached its minimum value and may
be modified further in the next round of scan. A tree exploration (a recursive searching procedure)
is used to accelerate the removal of the excess water. If cell c becomes a known cell, it is used as a
seed cell to drive the tree exploration to search for other potential known cells, which are located on
the strictly upward paths of the seed cell. The flowchart of the implementation is shown in Figure 1.
In Figure 1, several parameters are defined. The DEM parameter is the original raster surface; the W
is the water layer with the same size of the DEM and converges to the final depression-filled DEM;
c is an unvisited cell in the DEM; f is a Boolean flag; n is a neighboring cell of c; ε is a very small
positive number; m is a large number greater than or equal to the highest elevation in the original
DEM. The two red boxes highlight the primary difference between the improved implementation and
the direct implementation of the P&D algorithm. More details of the implementation can be found in
Planchon and Darboux (2002) [9].
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Figure 1. The flowchart of the improved implementation of the P&D algorithm. A tree exploration, 
shown in red box, is used to process cells which are located on the upward paths of a known cell. 

The W&T variant is proposed in Wallis et al. (2009) [20] and improved in Tarboton (2014) [21]. 
This variant avoids the repeated scanning of the entire DEM by using two stacks (S1 and S2) to hold 
all unknown cells. All unknown cells are pushed into S1 on the first scan. On each subsequent scan, 
the cells are popped off the S1 and pushed into S2 if they do not become known cells. The two stacks 

Figure 1. The flowchart of the improved implementation of the P&D algorithm. A tree exploration,
shown in red box, is used to process cells which are located on the upward paths of a known cell.

The W&T variant is proposed in Wallis et al. (2009) [20] and improved in Tarboton (2014) [21].
This variant avoids the repeated scanning of the entire DEM by using two stacks (S1 and S2) to hold
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all unknown cells. All unknown cells are pushed into S1 on the first scan. On each subsequent scan,
the cells are popped off the S1 and pushed into S2 if they do not become known cells. The two stacks
are then switched at the end of each scan. This variant limits the scanning to two directions rather
than eight and avoids repeated visiting of known cells. Compared with the alternate eight-direction
scanning of the entire DEM of the improved implementation of the P&D algorithm, this variant has a
speed-up ratio of 2 for small datasets and 4.3 for modestly large datasets [24]. It is worth noting that this
variant does not integrate the tree exploration into it because the tree exploration may pose challenges
for memory management and partition-based parallel approach in larger DEMs. The pseudo-code
of this variant is shown in Algorithm 1 and more details of this variant can be found in Wallis et al.
(2009) [20], Tarboton (2014) [21] and Yıldırım et al. (2015) [24].

Algorithm 1. Pseudo-code of the W&T variant.

1. Let DEM be the input DEM;
2. Let W be the covered water layer and converging to the output DEM;
3. Let m be a huge positive number and ε be a very small positive number;
4. Let S1 and S2 be two empty stack;
5. Let minNeighbors(W(c)) be a procedure which finds the minimum water elevation of the neighbors of cell c;
6. Let swapStack(S1, S2) be a procedure that switches stack S1 and stack S2;
7. Stage 1: Initialization of the surface to m
8. For (each cell c of the DEM){
9. If (c is a border cell) W(c) = DEM(c);
10. Else {
11. W(c) = m;
12. Push c into S1;
13. }
14. }
15. Stage 2: Removing excess water
16. Do{
17. For (each cell c of in S1){
18. If (W(c) > DEM(c)){
19. mN = minNeighbors(W(c));
20. If (DEM(c)> = mN+ε) W(c) = DEM(c);
21. Else{
22. if (W(c)>mN+ε) W(c) = mN+ε;
23. Push c into S2;
24. }
25. }
26. }
27. swapStack(S1, S2);
28. }
29. While (any cell is changed)

While the W&T variant avoids the repeated scanning of the entire DEM, it still repeatedly scans
all of the unknown cells. In addition, all unknown cells are held by two stacks, which requires a large
amount of memory and may not be suitable for processing large DEMs.

3. Proposed Variant of the P&D Algorithm

In this section, we propose a variant of the P&D algorithm, which greatly improves the scanning
efficiency and generally requires much less amount of memory than the W&T variant. In our variant,
two improvements are introduced to improve the performance of the P&D algorithm. Our first
improvement replaces the tree exploration with a region growing procedure (hereafter RGP) to avoid
stack overflow and improve performance. To achieve this aim, a plain queue P is used to hold the
seed cells used for region growing. In the first stage of our variant, all border cells are regarded as
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known cells and pushed into P. In the second stage of our variant, if a cell becomes a known cell by
the first operation, it is pushed into P. When P is not empty, cells in P are used as seed cells to drive
the RGP to find known cells in the upward paths of seed cells. Our second improvement avoids the
iterative scans of all of the unknown cells in the W&T variant using another RGP with the help of
another plain queue Q. When DEM(n) is less than W(c)+ε, and W(n) is greater than W(c)+ε, n is an
unknown cell and pushed into Q. When P is empty and Q is not empty, cells in Q are used to drive the
RGP to remove the excess water of other unknown cells. Our variant ends when both P and Q become
empty. Because our proposed variant processes cells from the border of the DEM to the center, only a
small subset of cells are pushed into Q at any time in a typical DEM and the required memory is much
smaller than the W&T variant. Generally, the amount of memory required by P and Q is proportional
to N1/2 in a typical DEM. It is worth noting that an unknown cell c may be pushed into Q multiple
times because W(c) may be decreased to the water level of any of its neighbors. This operation slightly
increases the memory requirements of our variant, but it keeps a balance between algorithm efficiency
and memory requirement.

The pseudo-code of our variant is shown in Algorithm 2. To illustrate our variant intuitively,
a one-dimensional example of our variant is presented in Figure 2. A sample DEM is shown in
Figure 2a. In Figure 2b, all non-border cells in the DEM are inundated with a thick layer of water W.
All border cells of the DEM are treated as known cells and pushed into P. In Figure 2c, cell A is used as
a seed cell to drive the RGP. Cell B becomes a known cell because DEM(B) is greater than W(A)+ε, and
is pushed into P. In Figure 2d, cell H becomes an unknown cell because DEM(H) is less than W(I)+ε
and W(H) is greater than W(I)+ε, and is pushed into Q. In Figure 2e, cell C becomes a known cell
because DEM(C) is greater than W(B)+ε, and is pushed into P. In Figure 2f, cell D becomes an unknown
cell because DEM(D) is less than W(C)+ε and W(D) is greater than W(C)+ε, and is pushed into Q.
In Figure 2g, cell G becomes a known cell because DEM(G) is greater than W(H)+ε, and is pushed
into P. In Figure 2h, cell F becomes an unknown cell because DEM(F) is less than W(G)+ε and W(F) is
greater than W(G)+ε, and is pushed into Q. In Figure 2i, cell E becomes a known cell because DEM(E)
is greater than W(D)+ε, and is pushed into P. In Figure 2j, No cell is pushed into P or Q, and our variant
ends. In Figure 2k, depressions in the DEM are filled with strictly horizontal surfaces. In Figure 2l,
depressions in the DEM are filled with slightly sloping surfaces.

Algorithm 2. Pseudo-code of our variant.

1. Let DEM be the input DEM;
2. Let W be the covered water layer and converging to output DEM;
3. Let ε be a very small positive number and m be a huge positive number.
4. Let P and Q be two empty plain queue;
5. Function dryCell(n){
6. W(n) = DEM(n);
7. Push n into P;
8. }
10. Stage 1: Initialization of the surface to m
11. For (each cell c in the DEM){
12. If (c is a border cell) dryCell(c);
13. Else W(c) = m;
14. }
15. Stage 2: Removing of excess water
16. While (P is not empty or Q is not empty){
17. If (P is not empty) Pop cell c off P;
18. Else {
19. Pop cell c off Q;
20. If (DEM(c) ≥W(c)) continue;
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21. }
22. For (each existing neighbor cell n of c){
23. If (DEM(n) ≥W(n)) continue;
24. If (DEM(n) ≥W(c)+ε) dryCell(n);
25. Else if (W(n) > W(c)+ε){
26. W(n) = W(c)+ε;
27. Push n into Q;
28. }
29. }
30. }ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2019, 8, 164 7 of 12 
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Figure 2. A one-dimensional example of our variant. (a) A sample DEM. (b) All non-border cells of 
the DEM are inundated with a thick layer of water. All border cells of the DEM are regarded as known 
cells and pushed into P. (c–f) Cells B and C become known cells and are pushed into P. Cells H and 
D become unknown cells and are pushed into Q. (g) Cell G becomes a known cell and is pushed into 
P. (h) Cell F becomes an unknown cell and is pushed into Q. (i) Cell E becomes a known cell and is 
pushed into P. (j) P and Q are empty, our variant ends. (k) Depressions in the DEM are filled with 
strictly horizontal surfaces. (l) Depressions in the DEM are filled with slightly sloping surfaces. 

A two-dimensional example of our variant is also presented in Figure 3. In this example, ɛ is 
equal to 0.1. A sample DEM with labeled cells is shown in Figure 3a. The sample DEM with elevation 
values is shown in Figure 3b. In Figure 3c, all non-border cells of the DEM are inundated with a thick 
layer of water W. All border cells of the DEM become known cells and are pushed into P. In Figure 
3d, cells in plain queue P are used as seed cell to drive the RGP. Cells B2, B3, B4, B4, C2, C4, B4, C3, 
C2 and C3 successively become unknown cells and are pushed into Q. In Figure 3e, cells in Q are 
used as the seed cell to drive the RGP. Cells C3 and B3 become known cells and are pushed into P 
because DEM(C3) is greater than W(B4)+ɛ and DEM(B3) is greater than W(B4)+ɛ. In Figure 3f, cells C3 
and B3 are used as the seed cell to drive the RGP. Cells C2, B2, C2 and B2 successively become 

Figure 2. A one-dimensional example of our variant. (a) A sample DEM. (b) All non-border cells of the
DEM are inundated with a thick layer of water. All border cells of the DEM are regarded as known
cells and pushed into P. (c–f) Cells B and C become known cells and are pushed into P. Cells H and D
become unknown cells and are pushed into Q. (g) Cell G becomes a known cell and is pushed into
P. (h) Cell F becomes an unknown cell and is pushed into Q. (i) Cell E becomes a known cell and is
pushed into P. (j) P and Q are empty, our variant ends. (k) Depressions in the DEM are filled with
strictly horizontal surfaces. (l) Depressions in the DEM are filled with slightly sloping surfaces.
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A two-dimensional example of our variant is also presented in Figure 3. In this example, ε is
equal to 0.1. A sample DEM with labeled cells is shown in Figure 3a. The sample DEM with elevation
values is shown in Figure 3b. In Figure 3c, all non-border cells of the DEM are inundated with a thick
layer of water W. All border cells of the DEM become known cells and are pushed into P. In Figure 3d,
cells in plain queue P are used as seed cell to drive the RGP. Cells B2, B3, B4, B4, C2, C4, B4, C3, C2 and
C3 successively become unknown cells and are pushed into Q. In Figure 3e, cells in Q are used as
the seed cell to drive the RGP. Cells C3 and B3 become known cells and are pushed into P because
DEM(C3) is greater than W(B4)+ε and DEM(B3) is greater than W(B4)+ε. In Figure 3f, cells C3 and B3
are used as the seed cell to drive the RGP. Cells C2, B2, C2 and B2 successively become unknown cells
and are pushed into Q. In Figure 3g, cells in Q are used as the seed cell to drive the RGP. No cell is
pushed into P or Q, and our variant ends. In Figure 3h, depressions in the DEM are filled with strictly
horizontal surfaces. In Figure 3i, depressions in the DEM are filled with slightly sloping surfaces.
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the process. (g) P and Q are empty, and our variant ends. (h) Depressions in the DEM are filled with 
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variant. The improved implementation of P&D algorithm that we use in the comparison is 
implemented in the SAGA GIS software. We implement the W&T variant and our variant using the 

Figure 3. A two-dimensional example of our variant. (a) A sample DEM with labeled cells. (b) DEM
with elevation values. (c) All non-border cells of the DEM are inundated with a thick layer of water.
All border cells of the DEM are regarded as known cells and pushed into P. (d–f) Cells of the P and Q
are used as seed cell for the RGP. Many cells become unknown cells and are pushed into Q during
the process. (g) P and Q are empty, and our variant ends. (h) Depressions in the DEM are filled with
strictly horizontal surfaces. (i) Depressions in the DEM are filled with slightly sloping surfaces.
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4. Experimental Results and Discussion

In this section, we compare the running times of the improved implementation of the P&D
algorithm, W&T variant and our variant, and discuss the memory requirement of our proposed variant.
The improved implementation of P&D algorithm that we use in the comparison is implemented in the
SAGA GIS software. We implement the W&T variant and our variant using the C++ programming
language with the support of the standard template library (STL) and the geospatial data abstraction
library (GDAL). The source code is available for download at GitHub (https://github.com/zhouguiyun-
uestc/P-D-variant). The LiDAR-based DEMs of twenty-two counties in the state of Minnesota,
USA, were downloaded from the FTP site operated by the Minnesota Geospatial Information Office
(http://www.mngeo.state.mn.us/). These DEMs are also used in Zhou et al. (2016) [12], and more details
of these DEMs can be found in it. The largest DEM has around 1.26×109 cells and the smallest DEM
contains around 1.51 × 108 cells. These DEMs are used to test the performance of these algorithms.
All tests are run on a 64-bit window 10 operating system with an Intel Core i7-7700k 4.2GHz processor
and 16GB RAM. Both the source code of W&T variant and our variant are compiled with the same
optimization options. These algorithms produce the same depression-filled DEMs for each tested
DEM. Two DEMs are the same in the sense that the floating-point values of the corresponding cells in
them are close to each other by a small margin of error like 0.00001. The running times of the three
algorithms for all test DEMs are shown in Figure 4. Compared with the improved implementation of
the P&D algorithm, the W&T variant has a speed-up ratio of 4.93 for the largest DEM and 1.11 for
the smallest DEM. The speed-up ratios in our experiments agree with those reported in Yıldırım et al.
(2015) [24]. Compared with the W&T variant, our proposed variant has a speed-up ratio of 3.12 for the
largest DEM and 1.30 for the smallest DEM, with an average of 2.18.
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Figure 4. Running time of the improved implementation of the P&D algorithm, the W&T variant and
our variant for the 3-m LiDAR-based DEM data of twenty-two counties in Minnesota, USA.

Our proposed variant improves the P&D algorithm by filling depressions from the border of the
DEM to the center using plain queues P and Q. The additional memory requirement of our proposed
variant depends on the total number of cells in P and Q. Generally, the numbers of cells in P and Q are
proportional to N1/2 in a typical DEM. However, an unknown cell c may be pushed into Q multiple
times because W(c) may be decreased to the water level of any of its neighbors. This slightly increases
the memory requirement of our variant. In addition, local and global relief features may also affect the
number of cells in P and Q. To quantitatively analyze the additional memory requirement of P and Q,
Figure 5 plots the percentage of the maximum total number of cells in P and Q in the total number of
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cells (excluding NODATA cells) for each tested DEM. The average percentage of the maximum total
number of cells in P and Q is 0.71%. This means that our algorithm consumes very less memory than
the W&T variant, which uses two stacks to hold all unknown cells.
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depression-filled DEM. and (c) Identified surface depressions.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we propose a new variant of the P&D algorithm. The proposed variant fills
depressions from the edge of the DEM to the center with the support of two plain queues and region
growing procedures. It greatly improves the scanning efficiency of the W&T variant and generally
requires much less amount of memory. The proposed variant is evaluated based on statistics from 22
experiments. Compared with the W&T variant, our variant has the speed-up ratio of 2.18 on average.
Our proposed variant can be easily integrated into many of existing hydrologic analysis software
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packages to fill depressions in the DEM in much less time. Moreover, our variant can fill depressions
in the DEM with a slightly sloping surface to simplify the calculation of flow direction matrix.
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